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Abstract: Transmitting cost, processing complexity and data security are three important 
elements in wireless visual sensor networks (WVSNs). This paper presents a complete low-
complexity processing system that performs data compression, data correction and data 
encryption. In this system, the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) first decomposes the original 
image into DWT coefficients to ensure low transmitting cost, then the coefficients are encrypted 
using the Cauchy Reed Solomon CRS(20,16) coding scheme to ensure data security. A CRS 
minimal instruction set computer architecture with a DWT filtering module is proposed to 
perform the compression, encryption and error correction encoding in a low-complexity 
processing system. The proposed system is then implemented in a field programmable gated 
array (FPGA) to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed system for implementation in 
WVSNs. Results on a Xilinx Spartan FPGA show that the proposed system requires a lower 
implementation complexity of 2536 slices as compared to other existing systems such as Crypto-
Processor (4828 slices) and SPIHT CRS MISC (5017 slices). 
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1 Introduction 
In recent years, there have been huge advances in image 
sensor technology and sensor networking, giving rise to a 
new network structure called a wireless visual sensor 
network (WVSN) (Soro and Heinzelman, 2009). A WVSN 
node consists of an integrated image sensor, embedded 
processor, battery (limited power source) and a wireless 
transceiver. In comparison with the scalar sensors in 
wireless sensor networks (WSNs) (Akyildiz et al., 2002), a 
huge amount of image data is produced and transmitted 
across WVSNs, that increases the network bandwidth  
and power transmission (Charfi et al., 2009). In a noisy 
communication channel, transmission of large amount of 
image data across the WSNs, requires high retransmission 
rate, as the base-station often receives error image data and 
this increases the request to sensor nodes to retransmit the 
image data again. This increases the power consumption of 

the transceiver thus reduces the life span of sensor nodes 
(Schmidt et al., 2009). 

With the aforementioned challenges, there is a need in 
developing a low-complexity processing system to transmit 
image data in resource constraint WVSNs. The first 
consideration in developing the system is to reduce large 
amount of transmitted image data across the WVSNs. The 
transmitting cost (in terms of energy) of 1 KB data is 
comparable to the same amount of energy used by a 
general-purpose processor that executes 3 million 
instructions (Pottie and Kaiser, 2000). Therefore, it does pay 
a little for processing the image data to significantly reduce 
the power consumption in transmitting the image data. This 
is achievable through the use of image compression scheme, 
such as discrete wavelet transform (DWT) (Palero et al., 
2006; Angelopoulou et al., 2008), JPEG (Hu et al., 2009) 
and CL-DCT (Kaddachi et al., 2012). Moreover, the 
complexity of these popular image compression techniques  
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(e.g., JPEG, JPEG2000, SPIHT) may lead to even greater 
power consumption than transmission of uncompressed 
image (Ferrigno et al., 2005). As for DWT, it allows image 
decomposition into separable sub-bands and provides multi-
resolution representation of an image. Therefore, fully 
reliable data transmission is just required for the lowest 
resolution level image (Lecuire et al., 2007). The light-
weighted lifting scheme DWT filter module (Ong et al., 
2009) is considered for use in WVSNs because of its simple 
equations (processes), which are used in processing and 
reducing the image data. 

Another consideration is the security of these image data 
to be transmitted across wireless channel. Transmitting 
these sensitive data (e.g., surveillance image) that are used 
for military purposes, especially in providing vital 
battlefield telemetry or monitoring (Mancill and Pilskalns, 
2011), are exposed across the wireless communication 
channel. The data transmitted across the WVSNs are prone 
to adversary attacks and eavesdrops on the wireless 
communication network (Mutschlechner et al., 2014). 
Encryption methods such as the advanced encryption 
standard (AES) (Rudra et al., 2001; Satoh et al., 2001) are 
usually used to prevent any security threat. The AES is 
considered to be the standard use for encrypting data by the 
US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 
(2001). 

The last consideration is that the encrypted data are 
usually prone to error while transmitted across the  
noisy wireless communication channel. Even the WSNs  
do have error correction capabilities at the link layer 
(Akyildiz et al., 2007), it is still not sufficient as unreliable 
data transmission that results in incorrect encrypted  
data received by the base station (sink). Thus decrypting 
correct plaintext is not possible with the use of these 
corrupted ciphertext (encrypted data). Error correction 
schemes, such as Reed and Solomon (1960), low-density 
parity-check codes (Gallager, 1962) and error concealment 
techniques (Gur et al., 2007), can be integrated into the 
sensor nodes to provide a better integrity of the encrypted 
data. 

2 The overview of the proposed system 

As shown in Figure 1, the proposed image processing 
system for the WVSNs consists of a CMOS camera, image  
memory buffer, a DWT filter module, a Cauchy Reed 
Solomon (CRS) minimal instruction set computer (MISC) 
processor and a Digi XBee RF module. The Digi XBee RF 
modules used were based on ZigBee network and it is 
considered as a low data rate communication and low cost  
wireless networking protocol. Nevertheless, it is very 
suitable for use in wide range of low-power consumption 
and low cost monitoring applications (Xu et al., 2010). 
ZigBee is a specification for a cost-effective, low-rate and 
low-power wireless communication protocol for home 
automation, monitoring and control. It aims to provide short  
 

range wireless networking which is scalable, self-organising 
and secure, while providing battery life up to 2 years. The 
CMOS camera captures image with the size of 64 × 64 
pixels and stores the image data into the image memory 
buffer. Then the DWT filter module processes the image 
data, producing DWT coefficients that are stored into 
another memory buffer. 

To protect these DWT coefficients from errors, the 
DWT coefficients are then encoded using the CRS (20,16) 
coding scheme. The CRS (20,16) coding scheme is capable 
of correcting up to four errors for each codeword. The 
reason for using the CRS(20,16) coding scheme is that  
it only adds a total of four redundant symbols on  
each codeword. Nevertheless, this coding scheme can 
correct a few errors occurred on the codeword without  
the need of retransmitting the image data again. Consider 
the case without CRS coding, the produced DWT 
coefficients are arranged in packet form that is shown in 
Figure 2. Each of the packet consists of 4 bytes of Packet 
Header and 16 bytes of DWT coefficients. As for the 
proposed system, each packet consists of CRS encoded 
DWT coefficients and it is arranged with a 4 bytes of  
Packet Header and followed by the CRS encoded  
codeword (20 bytes), as shown in Figure 3. The method of 
packetising the CRS encoded DWT coefficients, shown in 
Figure 3, is the actual method performed in the hardware 
implementations. 

The CRS MISC processor is then proposed to process 
the CRS coding. The processor is designed with the 
capabilities of performing the Galois field (GF) arithmetic 
multiplications and additions that are required for the CRS 
coding scheme. The advantages of the processor are that the 
GF arithmetic multiplications are performed on the fly.  
In comparison to the method that uses of lookup table  
for the GF arithmetic multiplications (Morelos-Zaragoza, 
2006), lesser amount of memory is needed for the CRS 
MISC processor to perform the GF multiplications. The 
CRS MISC processor is programmed, such that it performs 
the CRS(20,16) encoding onto the DWT coefficients. 
Details on the CRS coding scheme are shown in Section 4. 
Once the DWT coefficients are encoded, the encoded code-
words are then transmitted to the base-station (sink) through 
the wireless communication channel, with the use of a Digi 
XBee RF module. 

With another Digi XBee RF module, the base-station 
receives the encoded code-words that are sent from the 
sensor nodes. To recover the DWT coefficients, the base-
station decodes and corrects any errors available on the 
received code-words, using the CRS(20,16) coding scheme. 
After which, the base-station performs inverse DWT on the 
DWT coefficients to reconstruct the original image captured 
at the sensor nodes. The process of reconstructing the 
original image from the DWT coefficients is performed in 
MATLAB environment. Figure 1 shows how the captured 
image data are transmitted from the sensor nodes to the 
base-station. 
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Figure 1 Proposed image processing system for WVSNs 

 

Figure 2 Packet arrangements of DWT coefficients without CRS coding 

 

Figure 3 Packet arrangements of CRS encoded DWT coefficients 

 
 
3 Related work 
Table 1 shows a summary of the advantages and 
disadvantages of different compression and error correction 
systems. Previous work on compression techniques such as 
the JPEG using Nios II soft-core processor (Hu et al., 2009) 
and the Cordic Loeffler Discrete Cosine Transform  
(CL-DCT) (Kaddachi et al., 2012) were introduced and 
implemented onto field programmable gated array (FPGA) 
for WVSNs. Both CL-DCT (Kaddachi et al., 2012) and 
JPEG (Hu et al., 2009) do not provide any security and error 
protections onto the compressed data. Consequently, the 
produced compressed image data are prone to security threat 
and errors that affect the quality of reconstructed image in 
unreliable network communication. For encryption, there 
are the AES-128 Block Cipher (Feldhofer et al., 2005), the 
CURUPIRA Block Cipher (Kitsos et al., 2008) and the 
Crypto-Processor architecture (Moh’d et al., 2011) that 
perform the encryption algorithms in the WSNs. The 
CURUPIRA Block Cipher achieves the high throughput  
but at the expense of high number of logic utilisation  
 
 
 

(which is 9450 Gate Equivalents). The high hardware usage 
of the CURUPIRA Block Cipher is not recommended for 
use in the WVSNs, as it introduces higher power 
consumption. Nevertheless, the encrypted data produced 
from these ciphers do not have error tolerances. Therefore, 
any received error encrypted data at base-station, still needs 
to rely on automatic request for retransmission (ARQ) to 
retransmit the encrypted data until correct data are received. 
For error correction, LDPC processor (Lee et al., 2004) was 
implemented onto FPGA that performs encoding of the data 
in bits rather than in bytes. 

The LDPC processor is not energy efficient as there is a 
large amount of hardware utilisation required (total of 
16,906 slices of logic). Reliable data transmission for metal 
fill monitoring through the use of WSNs was introduced 
(Junga et al., 2008). Cauchy matrix was used to perform the 
systematic Reed Solomon encoding onto the sensed 
information (data) but at the same time exposing the 
message (original data) in the encoded codeword (Lin and 
Costello (2004). Therefore, it does not give any security 
protection against eavesdropping. On the other hand, error  
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concealment (EC) watermarking-based approach (Gur et al., 
2007) was used to provide robust image transmission over 
WSNs (Boluk et al., 2011). This technique is acceptable for 
use in correcting image data by finding the average of the 
replica coefficients and replacing them. Literature that 
performs JPEG2000 compression on image transmission  
over WSNs uses error resilient coding scheme to provide 
both compression and error protection on the image data 
(Wei et al., 2004). The authors proposed an energy efficient 
system to minimise the overall processing-and-transmission  
energy consumption, known as low-complexity joint source 
channel coding and power control (JSCCPC) algorithm. 

However, the system does not provide any security 
protections and this allows the adversary to learn any coded 
data transmitted across the WSNs. Nevertheless, the good 
performance is achieved by the JSCCPC algorithm but it is 
performed in simulation environment and the actual 
implementation (such as using FPGA) on WSNs was not 
described. Combining both encryption and compression to 
process data in the WSNs is performed by modified 
Lemple–Ziv–Welch (LZW) to compress the data and further 
encrypt the data using pseudo random number generator 
(PRNG) (Mancill and Pilskalns, 2011). The combined 
method provides lossless data compression and also offers a 
certain degree of security on the compressed data. 
Nevertheless, the encrypted compressed data are prone to 
errors and incorrect compressed data (plaintext) are 
produced. This further complicates the process in 
uncompressing data, giving incorrect uncompressed data. 
Combined encryption and error correction schemes are 
proposed in Nanjunda et al. (2005), Mathur et al. (2006) and 
Alwan and Agarwal (2013), but these schemes are 
performed in simulation environments and they are not 
implemented in actual WSNs environment, such as using 
the ZigBee RF transmission module and FPGA. Next, a 
joint error correction and security scheme for physical layer 
is proposed in Adamo and Varanasi (2011). The authors 
proposed an error correction-based cipher (ECBC) that uses 
random LDPC and implemented it onto a Xilinx Spartan 3E 
FPGA with 2058 slices of hardware utilisation. However, 
the previously proposed scheme only performs both 
encryption and error correction, which does not reduce the 
data. 

In another work, the image decomposed DWT 
coefficients are first encrypted by the 2D chaotic map and 
encoded by turbo coding (El-Iskandarani et al., 2009). 
Nevertheless, the proposed system (El-Iskandarani et al., 
2009) still requires to perform encryptions and error 
correction coding separately, rather than in single module. 
Previous work that introduced a SPIHT encoder with the 
CRS MISC processor performs compression on the image 
data and later selectively encode (encrypt) the compressed 
image data (Ong et al., 2013). However, the SPIHT encoder 
used in this work are considered to have high power 

consumption as surveyed in Ferrigno et al. (2005) and large 
amount of logic utilisation (5017 slices) that does relatively 
relate it to high power consumption during operation of 
sensor node. 

WSNs consist of battery-powered sensor nodes endowed 
with a multitude of features. They operate under a set of 
unique constraints that demand improvements of traditional 
technologies. A WSN sensor node can vary in size from the 
tiniest to the largest. The cost of sensors also varies based 
on their capabilities and complexity. These size and cost 
constraints result in corresponding resource constraints  
like energy, computational speed, memory or bandwidth. 
Deployment constraints, energy constraints, hardware 
constraints and performance constraints are some of the 
constraints associated with WSN. These constraints and 
their solutions are well discussed by the authors in Akyildiz 
et al. (2002). 

WSN used in visual surveillance applications requires 
visual processing modules and sensors. Image processing, 
security and error correction are the three elements that 
ensure the robustness of a visual WSN node. Minimalist 
hardware utilising these three elements would be a valuable 
solution for the dynamically complex WSN and limited 
resources. Hence the justification of the system is based on 
the need for low-power, low-area and low-complexity 
image processors, capable of image compression, 
encryption and error correction in a single solution. This 
paper presents a complete low-complexity processing 
system that performs image data compression, encryption 
and correction for the WVSNs. In this system, the DWT 
filter module first decomposes the original image into  
DWT coefficients to reduce the size of image data. This 
decreases the network bandwidth thus reducing the  
power consumption of sensor nodes in transmitting the 
image data. Then the coefficients are encrypted using  
the CRS (Bloemer et al., 1995), CRS(20,16) coding  
scheme to ensure data security. The CRS is used because it 
is a forward error correction coding scheme which allows 
the received encoded data to be corrected at the base-station 
(sink). By doing so, less retransmission is required to obtain 
the correct compressed data thus reducing the power 
consumption of sensor nodes. To perform data compression, 
encryption and error correction encoding in low-complexity 
system, a new CRS MISC architecture with a DWT  
filtering module is proposed. The proposed system is  
then implemented into a FPGA to demonstrate the 
feasibility of the proposed system in the WVSNs. The 
advantages of FPGA-based implementation is that it  
offers flexibility in hardware utilisations and system 
operating speed, compared to the processor-based  
sensor node implementations (Liao et al., 2013). Besides,  
its performance in terms of complexity is comparable  
with other existing systems such as crypto-processor and 
SPIHT CRS MISC architecture. 
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Table 1 Advantages and disadvantages of different compression, error correction and encryption systems implemented in FPGA 

Design Techniques Advantages Disadvantages 

SPIHT RS MISC 
(Ong et al., 2011) 

a SPIHT image 
 compression 
b Reed Solomon error 
 correction 

a Quality of reconstructed image can 
 be improved with more compressed 
 data transmitted 
b Higher image compression ratio. 
c Have some tolerances in error on 
 compressed image data  

a Compressed image data are not 
 encrypted and adversary with 
 knowledge on compression scheme 
 used can eavesdrop 
b Requires higher hardware 
 utilisations to perform complex 
 SPIHT image compression, thus 
 resulting in higher power 
 consumption 

SPIHT CRS 
MISC (Ong et al., 
2013) 

a SPHIT image 
 compression 
b Cauchy Reed 
 Solomon combined 
 error correction and 
 encryption 

a Combined error correction and image 
 data encryption capability in one 
 MISC processor 
b Higher image compression ratio  

a Requires higher hardware 
 utilisations to perform complex 
 SPIHT image compression, thus 
 resulting in higher power 
 consumption 

ECBC (Adamo 
and Varanasi, 
2011) 

a Low-density parity-
 check error 
 correction 
b Custom error 
 correction-based 
 cipher encryption 

a Proposed joint scheme can be easily 
 adapted to existing protocols, such as 
 CC2420 that is IEEE 802.15.4 
 Compliance ZigBee RF Transceiver 
b Cryptanalysis is much more difficult 
 due to non-standard generator matrix 
 (key) used in each encoding 
 (encryption). The key are permuted 
 each time 

a Operates at high frequency for both 
 non-pipelined ECBC (130.0 MHz) 
 and pipeline ECBC (105.7 MHz) 
b Consideration on scalar data 
 transmission only and did not 
 considered for large amount of 
 image data 

Crypto-processor 
(Moh‘d et al., 
2011) 

a Elliptic curve 
cryptography (ECC) 
encryption 

a Hardware-based key generation and 
 encryption that separate the threats 
 and security holes in operating 
 system security 
b Minimum overhead on encryption 
with efficient hardware implementation. 

a High hardware utilisation, whereby 
 it takes up to 4828 slices (53% of 
 used device resources). 

LDPC (Lee et al., 
2004) 

a Low-density parity-
 check error 
 correction 

a Hardware architecture with efficient 
 memory organisation for storing and 
 performing computations in sparse 
 matrices (encoding) 
b Can encode any LDPC code 

a Has low code rates that cause lower 
 data throughput 
b Requires software pre-processor to 
 calculate parity check matrix into 
 lower triangular form. Changes to 
 different block length will require to 
 perform the calculation again in a 
 PC 

CL-DCT 
(Kaddachi et al., 
2012) 

a Cordic Loeffler 
 discrete cosine 
 transform image 
 compression 

a Dynamic compression settings 
 depending on camera node state 
b Short time image compression 
 compared to software-based image 
 compression 

a Requires large amount of hardware 
 utilisations, thus resulting in higher 
 power consumption 
b An image size 128 × 128 requires 
 high energy consumption  
 of 254.68 mJ 

JPEG (Chao Hu 
et al., 2009) 

a JPEG image 
 compression 

a Frame rate of 30Fps. 
b Image acquisition, image 
 compression and wireless 
 communication are all executed in 
 parallel mode 

a As compression ratio increases, a 
 significant decreased in quality of 
 compressed image 
b Require combination of two 
 hardware components, e.g., FPGA 
 and Nios II microprocessors. 

 
3.1 Comparison with related work 
In Table 2, there are seven different types of previously 
developed encoding and encryption system designs. Some 
of the listed systems perform compressions, error 
corrections and security protections separately on the data 
rather than a complete system. For encryption purposes, the 
Crypto-Processor in Moh’d et al. (2011) took up to 4828 

slices of logic. As for compression, the Cordic Loeffler 
Discrete Cosine Transform (CL-DCT) (Kaddachi et al., 
2012) and JPEG (Hu et al., 2009) occupied a total of 2385 
slices and 7173 slices, respectively. Then the LDPC error 
correction encoder (Lee et al., 2004) took 870 slices for 
implementation. To have these three separate functional 
modules integrated together, whereby the CL-DCT  
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compresses the raw image data, Crypto-Processor that 
encrypts the compressed image data and followed by  
LDPC encoding, it requires a total of 8083 slices of  
logic to perform all these (compression, encryption and 
error correction). The previously developed SPIHT RS 
MISC (Ong et al., 2011) required a total of 5032 slices  

of logic. As for the developed SPIHT CRS MISC (Ong et 
al., 2013), it takes up even more logic utilisations, that is 
5017 slices, compared to the SPIHT RS MISC. Comparison 
made here is not considered as an actual comparison but 
rather an indicative that the DWT CRS MISC has low 
hardware usage that occupies 2536 slices of logic. 

Table 2 Comparison of different compression, error correction and encryption systems implemented in FPGA 

Design Functions FPGA technology Slices Frequency (MHz) 

DWT CRS MISC Compression, error correction, encryption Xilinx Spartan-3L 2536 26.70 
SPIHT RS MISC (Ong et al., 2011) Compression, error correction Xilinx Vertex-II 5032 26.73 
SPIHT CRS MISC (Ong et al., 2013) Compression, error correction, encryption Xilinx Vertex-II 5017 26.73 
ECBC (Adamo and Varanasi, 2011) Error correction, encryption Xilinx Spartan 3E 2058 105.70 
Crypto-Processor (Moh‘d et al., 2011) Encryption Xilinx Spartan 6 4828 92.67 
LDPC (Lee et al., 2004) Error correction Xilinx Vertex-II 870 143.00 
CL-DCT (Kaddachi et al., 2012) Compression Xilinx Spartan-3 2385 73.50 
JPEG (Chao Hu et al., 2009) Compression Altera Quartus II 7173 90.00 

 
3.2 Discrete wavelet transform 
DWT is known to be a transform that processes and 
represents a continuous-time signal (Weeks and Bayoumi, 
2003). The DWT is also used as a means to extract relevant 
features from signals (Gnavi et al., 2002), images (Antonini 
et al., 1992) and video (Laza and Averbuch, 2001). 
However, there are two different approaches of DWT, one 
is through the use of traditional filter bank (Week and 
Bayoumi, 2003) and another will be lifting scheme 
(Sweldens, 1998; Daubechies and Sweldens, 1998). In the 
proposed system, the lifting scheme DWT (Sweldens, 1998; 
Daubechies and Sweldens, 1998) is used, which is capable 
of performing lossless image compression (Calderbank  
et al., 1997). The advantage of the lifting scheme DWT is 
that less operation is required to perform the DWT 
computation as compared with the traditional filter  
bank scheme (Angelopoulou et al., 2008; Sze-Wei and 
Soon-Chieh, 2006). Another advantage of the lifting scheme 
DWT is that it computes an integer wavelet transform thus 
enabling lossless and lossy image encoders to be designed 
in an embedded system (Gnavi et al., 2002). 

For lifting scheme DWT, the sampled image pixels are 
split into odd, s[n] and even, d[n] samples. These samples 
will then be input into filter bank using lifting step 
(Calderbank et al., 1998). The odd, s[n] and even, d[n] 
samples properties are improved using the alternative lifting 
and dual lifting steps (Strang and Nguyen, 1996), as shown 
in Figure 4. The predict step, P is a dual lifting step that 
consists of applying a low-pass filter on the even samples 
and subtracting the result from the odd samples. The update 
step, U is the lifting step that does the opposite of predict, 
where the odd samples are being passed through a high-pass 
filter and subtracting it from the even samples. Lastly, with 
going through several of the dual and primal lifting steps, 
the low-pass coefficients are the even samples output from  
 
 

the filter bank. For the high-pass coefficients, it would be 
the odd samples output from the filter bank (Strang and 
Nguyen, 1996). 

Figure 4 Lifting scheme discrete wavelet transform filter bank  

 
Source: Chung-Jr et al. (2001) 

4 CRS coding scheme 
Erasure codes have been developed to achieve fault-
tolerance in peer-to-peer storage systems (Plank and Xu, 
2006). In the CRS coding scheme, data are divided into m 
number of fragments and it is encoded to give n number of 
encoded fragments. The condition for the encoding is that 
each of the fragments has the same word size of L bits. This 
constitutes the redundancy rate of the coding scheme (r), as 
shown in equation (1). 

redundancy rate, .nr
m

=  (1) 

Let 1{ , , }mx x x= …  and 1{ , , }my y y= …  to be two sets of 
elements in Galois field, GF(2L) 

, {1, , },i jx x i j m i j≠ ∀ ∈ ≠…  (2) 

, {1, , },i jy y i j n i j≠ ∀ ∈ ≠…  (3) 

{1, , }, {1, , },i jx y i n j n i j≠ ∀ ∈ ∈ ≠… …  (4) 
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 (5) 

CRS encoding is performed by vector–matrix multiplication 
of, Enc(D) = D × GSEC, where D is m fragments of original 
data and GSEC is an m × n secure generator matrix (Bloemer 
et al., 1995; Tianet al., 2006). For decoding, CRS requires 
an m × m non-singular GSEC. The decoding function is 
defined as, Dec(E′) = E′ × G ′SEC − 1, with any m encoded 
data fragments sufficient to recover the original data and 
G′SEC is a sub-matrix corresponding to rows of E′ (Bloemer 
et al., 1995; Tian et al., 2006). CRS coding functions  
are performed using the Cauchy matrix instead of the 
traditional Vandermonde matrix method (Junga et al., 2008; 
Plank and Xu, 2006). Then the secure generator matrix, 
GSEC is constructed through customising the Cauchy  
matrix, with the conditions in equations (2)–(7) met and a 
specified lk bits of key kG (Tian et al., 2006). From equation 
(5), the Cauchy matrix in GF(2L) is constructed such that 
every sub-matrix of a Cauchy matrix is non-singular. 
Equation (8) shows the CRS vector–matrix multiplication 
between the m original data, D and m × n secure generator 
matrix GSEC to form the n encoded codeword, E. Details on 
the CRS coding scheme can be referred to Tian et al. 
(2006). 

2 2log ( ) log [ (1 )]L m n m r> + = × +  (6) 

( ) [ (1 )]kl L m n L m r= × + = × × +  (7) 
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4.1 Novel low-complexity CRS MISC architecture 
The proposed low-complexity CRS MISC architecture, used 
with the DWT filtering module, consists of three important 
functional blocks (such as: 8-bit XOR, GF(28) multiplier 
and an adder). Figure 5 shows the architecture for the 
custom designed CRS MISC. With these three functional 
blocks, the custom designed CRS MISC architecture 
consists of three program instructions (XOR, GFMULT and 
SBN, respectively). 
 
 
 

From Figure 5, the mentioned three functional blocks 
are designed to take in two data, process according to its 
functionality and store the output back to the memory.  
These data are read from the memory with the first data 
stored at the R register. Once the second data are outputted 
from the memory, then these two data are input to the 
corresponding functional block, depending on the OPCODE 
read from the program instructions. All the data stored in 
the memory are 9-bit wide word length. However, both 
functional blocks, XOR and GF(28) multiplier, only process 
data which is 8-bit wide word length. This is due to the fact 
that the selected CRS(20,16) coding scheme, has the symbol 
(data) in 8-bit wide word length. As for the SBN functional 
block, the 9-bit wide word length data are used instead of  
8-bit. The reason for using 9-bit word length is to have a 
total of 29 = 512 address memory locations available. 

With these functional blocks, three different program 
instructions are developed to operate the processor, which 
are SBN, GF and XOR instructions. These program 
instructions are shown in Figure 6, with the corresponding 
program instruction format. The details of each program 
instruction and its behavioural waveforms are discussed in 
the next section. 

Figure 5 Cauchy Reed Solomon minimal instruction set 
computer architecture 

 

4.2 CRS MISC instructions waveform 
In order for the CRS MISC processor to process the data, 
there are three different program instructions that need to be 
written into the program memory, as shown in Figure 6.  
The SBN program instruction programs the CRS MISC to  
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perform the Subtract and Branch if Negative on the two data 
(8-bit word length with 1 sign bit) specified in the program 
instruction. Note that operand A is the first data read from 
memory and operand B is the second data read from 
memory. The operation of the SBN is B = B – A, and the  
result from this subtraction operation is then stored back to 
the operand B (second read data location). If B is a negative 
result and the target address is added to the program counter 
(PC) register, such that the targeted program address will be 
executed when the execution of current program instruction 
is completed. The simulation waveforms on the SBN  
instruction executed by the CRS MISC architecture are 
shown in Figure 7. From the waveforms, the SBN 
instruction requires a total of nine clock cycles (iclock2) to 
complete executing the instruction. The signal iclock2 is 
generated by dividing the main input clock (tb_clk in 
simulation) of the FPGA into half. The block RAM used for 
the CRS MISC architecture requires a certain period of 
setup delays in order to read or write the data to the Block 
RAM. For the SBN instruction, there are three program 
addresses that are used to read the two data addresses and 
the target address from the memory, as shown in Figure 7. 

Figure 6 CRS MISC program instruction format 

 

For the GF MULT program instruction, a Galois field 
GF(28) arithmetic multiplication was performed on two 
operands (data) that are read from the Memory (B = B × A). 
Then the result from the GF(28) multiplication was written 
back to operand B (second read data location). The 
operation of the GF MULT instruction was similar to the 
SBN instruction. The only difference was that GF 
multiplication was performed onto the two operands, A and 
B instead of arithmetic subtraction. From the example 
simulation waveforms shown in Figure 8, two data (address 
0x103 and 0x25F) were read from the Memory at clock 
cycles 2 and 5, where each of its value was 0x053 and 
0x0F8, respectively. Once the second data were read at 
clock cycle 5, the result of the GF multiplication (igf[10:0])  
 

was obtained (0x0C2) and stored the result back to the 
second data location (0x25F) at clock cycle 6. The complete 
operation of GF MULT instruction performed by the MISC  
architecture can be observed from the waveforms in  
Figure 8. Details on the GF multiplication can refer to Lin 
and Costello (2004). 

Next is the XOR program instruction, the CRS MISC 
performs the 8-bit XOR on the two data read from the 
memory (B = B XOR A). Then the result of the XOR is 
stored back to operand B, the second read data location.  
The complete operation of the XOR instruction can be 
observed from the simulation waveforms, shown in  
Figure 9. With these three available program instructions,  
a complete CRS(20,16) encoder program is written and 
programmed onto the CRS MISC, such that the CRS MISC 
operates as an encoder with the required CRS coding 
scheme. 

4.3 CRS coding configuration 
An important question to consider is the security level of the 
selected CRS coding scheme. For different configuration of 
the CRS coding scheme, the coding scheme provides 
different specific level of security. Table 3 shows the 
number of possible trials required for different 
configurations of the CRS coding scheme. From Table 3,  
Im is the total number of data used for encoding in bits and Ik 
is the number of bits that are needed to generate the key, 
which is the generator matrix GSEC. I2m is the key, in number 
of bits, required to recover the encoded data using the CRS 
coding scheme. It is necessary to select a particular 
configuration which has a large enough key space security. 
This is to prevent the adversary, having sufficient 
computational power, to recover the ciphertext (encrypted  
image data) that is intercepted during transmission. From 
Table 3, it can be seen that for n = 20, L = 8 bits and m = 16, 
there are Im = 128 bits of data that will be encoded by using, 
Ik = 288 bits of key. The highlighted configuration in  
Table 3 is the selected CRS(20,16) coding scheme that is 
used in encoding the DWT coefficients. 

I2m = 256 bits of key to recover the encrypted data.  
The adversary would need to perform a total of 
P = 1.5326 × 1076 trials in order to decrypt the data. This 
coding configuration of the CRS has a similar key space 
security as that provided by AES encryption (Daemen and 
Rijmen, 2013) with 256 bits of key space. Figure 10 shows 
that as the number of data to be encoded increases, the 
number of possible key combination (trials) also increases. 
Do note that the vertical scale in Figure 10 is in log10 scale. 
Therefore, this CRS(20,16) coding scheme is selected for 
use in our hardware implementation. In comparison with the 
original image, visual simulation results were also 
performed to further verify that the image data is well 
decorrelated, as shown in Figure 11(a) and (b). 
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Figure 7 Simulation waveform on SBN instruction for the CRS MISC architecture (see online version for colours) 

 

Figure 8 Simulation waveform on GF MULT instruction for the CRS MISC architecture (see online version for colours) 

 

Figure 9 Simulation waveform on XOR instruction for the CRS MISC architecture (see online version for colours) 
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Table 3 Number of possible trials, P for different CRS coding scheme configurations 

N M Im [bits] n + m lk [bits] r (n/m) L 2L 2m I2m [bits] P 

20 1 8 21 168 20.0000 8 256 2 16 65280 
20 2 16 22 176 10.0000 8 256 4 32 4195023360 
20 3 24 23 184 6.6667 8 256 6 48 2.6534 × 1014 
20 4 32 24 192 5.0000 8 256 8 64 1.6518 × 1019 
20 5 40 25 200 4.0000 8 256 10 80 1.0118 × 1024 
20 6 48 26 208 3.3333 8 256 12 96 6.0981 × 1028 
20 7 56 27 216 2.8571 8 256 14 112 3.6157 × 1033 
20 8 64 28 224 2.5000 8 256 16 128 2.1088 × 1038 
20 9 72 29 232 2.2222 8 256 18 144 1.2096 × 1043 
20 10 80 30 240 2.0000 8 256 20 160 6.8228 × 1047 
20 11 88 31 248 1.8182 8 256 22 176 3.7839 × 1052 
20 12 96 32 256 1.6667 8 256 24 192 2.0631 × 1057 
20 13 104 33 264 1.5385 8 256 26 208 1.1056 × 1062 
20 14 112 34 272 1.4286 8 256 28 224 5.8234 × 1066 
20 15 120 35 280 1.3333 8 256 30 240 3.0140 × 1071 
20 16 128 36 288 1.2500 8 256 32 256 1.5326 × 1076 
20 17 136 37 296 1.1765 8 256 34 272 7.6556 × 1080 
20 18 144 38 304 1.1111 8 256 36 288 3.7560 × 1085 
20 19 152 39 312 1.0526 8 256 38 304 1.8096 × 1090 
20 20 160 40 320 1.0000 8 256 40 320 8.5607 × 1094 

Figure 10 Possible combination against the number of data encoded 
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Figure 11 CRS coding scheme performed onto Lena image:  
(a) original Lena image before encoded and  
(b) encoded Lena image 

 

5 Results 
Before performing an actual FPGA implementation of the 
proposed CRS MISC architecture, waveform simulations  
were performed onto the VHDL described architecture 
which is discussed in Section 4.1. This is to verify that the 
designed CRS MISC architecture is correctly described in 
the VHDL language. In Section 4, a range of CRS coding 
scheme configurations are analysed to determine the 
security level achieved in coding the image data. The 
similar security level such as the AES 128-bit is required in 
order to prevent any adversary intercepting image data 
transmitted across the WVSNs. In Section 5.1, the quality of 
reconstructed images using the DWT coefficients with 
errors incorporated is studied. Different amount of DWT 
coefficients transmitted across the network affects the image 
data transmission time, reconstructed image quality and 
energy consumed by the radio frequency (RF) transmission 
module. Section 5.2 shows the actual implementation of the 
proposed image processing system. Comparison is made 
between the proposed imaging system with other available 
systems. 

To perform the simulation on the CRS MISC 
architecture, a set of input (message) data, D and the 
corresponding generator matrix, GSEC, are set onto the 

memory first. Through the use of MATLAB, the encoded 
code-word, E is determined using the set of input data, D 
and the generator matrix, GSEC. Then comparison is made 
with the code-word produced by the CRS MISC and the 
encoded code-word determined in MATLAB, to verify that 
correct code-word is encoded. It is found that both the 
encoded code words are the same. As a result, the CRS 
MISC is able to perform the programmed CRS(20,16) 
coding scheme onto the data (DWT coefficients) input to 
the architecture. 

5.1 Quality of reconstructed image 
Simulations were performed in MATLAB environment to 
determine the quality of the reconstructed image. This is 
done by performing a three levels of lifting scheme DWT 
5/3 filtering onto the image ‘lena1.tif’ with size of 256 
pixels × 256 pixels, shown in Figure 11(a). The image is 
decomposed into three levels of sub-band DWT coefficients 
(LL3, LH3, HL3, HH3, LH2, HL2, HH2, LH1, HL1 and HH1) 
and they are arranged as shown in Figure 12. The 
parameters of the simulation setup are: 

Image: 256 × 256 Lena.tif 

Matlab Version: MATLAB R2012a 

PC: Windows XP, Intel Core 2 Duo, 4GB RAM. 

Figure 12 3-level DWT coefficients arrangement 

 

The justifications are: 

• Lena 256 × 256 is the standard test image used for 
image related or image processing experiments  
(https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-19260550). 

• The MATLAB R2012a, Windows XP, Intel Core 2 
Duo, 4GB RAM used were both the software and 
hardware available at the time of the experiment. 

By introducing different number of errors into the DWT 
coefficients, the quality of the reconstructed image 
(measured in PSNR, dB) is determined. This is done by 
finding the average image quality for ten reconstructed 
images. Without CRS coding scheme protecting the DWT 
coefficients, the quality of the reconstructed image degrades 
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if errors are to occur onto these DWT coefficients. Having 
no error occurred onto the DWT coefficients, the quality of 
the reproduced image is infinite since the reproduced  
image does not have any difference as compared to the 
original image. The quality (in PSNR) of the reconstructed 
image from the DWT coefficients with errors occurred  
into each packet of DWT coefficients, are shown in  
Figures 13–16. From these figures, it can be seen that  

the quality of reconstructed image reduces as more  
errors occurred on each codeword. Table 4 shows that the 
quality of reproduced image degrades as more errors  
are introduced into each packets (blocks) of data, each 
consists of 16 DWT coefficients. For the case with four 
errors, the reconstructed image with ‘Lena’ inside is almost 
beyond recognition (PSNR = 9.4073 dB), as compared to 
Figure 13. 

Table 4 Quality of 10 reconstructed image with errors on DWT coefficients 

No 
errors 

PSNR (dB) 

Average 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

0 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ 
1 14.7787 14.9650 14.8528 14.8349 14.9572 15.0202 14.9230 14.9509 14.8305 14.9613 14.9075 
2 12.1462 12.1490 11.9585 12.1873 12.0702 12.2831 12.1294 12.1944 12.1582 12.2128 12.1489 
3 10.5295 10.6474 10.5274 10.3466 10.4698 10.5455 10.5402 10.5801 10.5304 10.5445 10.5261 
4 9.3759 9.4350 9.3903 9.2913 9.3923 9.5279 9.6357 9.3450 9.3662 9.3133 9.4073 

 
Figure 13 One error occurred on each packet of DWT  

coefficients 

 

Figure 14 Two errors occurred on each packet of DWT 
coefficients 

 

By introducing the CRS(20,16) coding scheme, the DWT 
coefficients are encoded to produce a code-word with 20 
symbols, where each symbol is 8-bit. For up to four errors, 

the CRS(20,16) coding scheme is capable of recovering 
correct DWT coefficients for each code-word. As a result, 
high quality of reconstructed image is achievable, even 
there are 20% of errors on the encoded DWT coefficients. 
Figure 17 shows the quality of reconstructed image 
(PSNR = 45.5073 dB) from the DWT coefficients with four 
errors on each encoded codeword. The quality of the 
reconstructed image is not infinite is due to the fact that 
there is slight precision error while performing the 
conversion of DWT coefficients from double precision to 
unsigned integer in 8-bit (for example 8.5 might become 
8.0) in the MATLAB environment. 

Figure 15 Three errors occurred on each packet of DWT 
coefficients 

 

Besides error protections, by encoding the DWT 
coefficients, it does provide protection against security 
threat. Since the DWT coefficients are encrypted, any 
security threat that successfully eavesdropping on these 
coefficients, does not reveal the content of intercepted 
coefficients. The encrypted DWT coefficients, require  
a set of key that produce the generator matrix, GSEC, to 
decode (decrypt) these coefficients. The encrypted DWT 
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coefficients has the same security key space as the 128-bit 
of AES encryption algorithm. Therefore, it requires a total 
of 3.4028 × 1038 trials to obtain key for decrypting these 
encrypted coefficients. Any eavesdropping occurs on these 
DWT coefficients transmitted across the sensor networks, 
which are just a plain random data without any meaning to 
eavesdroppers. As shown in Figure 18, the DWT 
coefficients (Figure 12) that are produced from the 3-level 
DWT filter module are encrypted at the same time, through 
the use of CRS coding scheme. 

Figure 16 Four errors occurred on each packet of DWT 
coefficients 

 

Figure 17 Reconstructed CRS encoded image with 4 errors 

 

Figure 18 Encoded (encrypted) DWT coefficients using CRS 
coding scheme 

 

The amount of DWT coefficients to be transferred over the 
Digi XBee RF modules, affects the quality of reconstructed 
images at the base-station (sink). The Digi XBee  
RF modules are used to form a wireless network 
communication that is capable of transmitting the image 
data from one RF module to another. This scenario 
simulates the environment of a WVSNs, with camera sensor 
node transmitting image data to the base-station (sink). The 
Digi XBee RF module used here has a typical transfer rate 
of 16 kbps (2 kbps) and power consumption rate at 50 mW. 
In Table 5, it can be seen that with more DWT coefficients 
that are received by base-station, the quality of the 
reconstructed image is improved (with the PSNR value 
increases). However, the increase in transmission time and 
higher energy consumption will occur when more DWT 
coefficients are transmitted by the Digi XBee RF module. 
By transmitting all the DWT coefficients, it produces a 
lossless reconstructed image at the base-station. However, a 
total of 65,536 bytes are required to be transferred across 
the networks, consuming at least 1.6384 J of energy. This 
scenario requires high-energy consumption and it is not 
recommended for use in WVSNs with limited energy 
resources. The produced lossless reconstructed image is 
used as the reference image quality, for comparison with 
different amount of DWT coefficients since it actually 
transmits a full size image data (256 pixels × 256 pixels). 
Whereas, transmitting only the LL3 coefficients, the amount 
of image data to be transferred across the network is low 
(1024 bytes) that is 1.563% compared to a lossless 
reconstructed image. 

Table 5 Image quality, transmission time and energy for 
different amount of DWT coefficients transferred 

DWT coefficients 
PSNR 
(dB) 

Bytes 
transferred 

Time 
(s) 

Energy 
(J) 

LL3 20.2832 1024 0.512 0.0256 
LL3 LH3 20.9511 2048 1.024 0.0512 
LL3 LH3 HL3 23.2699 3072 1.536 0.0768 
LL3 LH3 HL3 
HH3 

23.8361 4096 2.048 0.1024 

LL3 LH3 HL3 
HH3 LH2 

24.6754 8192 4.096 0.2048 

LL3 LH3 HL3 
HH3 LH2 HL2 

27.8419 12288 6.144 0.3072 

LL3 LH3 HL3 
HH3 LH2 HL2 
HH2 

28.8022 16384 8.192 0.4096 

LL3 LH3 HL3 
HH3 LH2 HL2 
HH2 LH1 

30.2566 32768 16.384 0.8192 

LL3 LH3 HL3 
HH3 LH2 HL2 
HH2 LH1 HL1 

38.3081 49152 24.576 1.2288 

LL3 LH3 HL3 
HH3 LH2 HL2 
HH2 LH1 HL1 
HH1 

∞ 65536 32.768 1.6384 
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The energy consumed for transmitting LL3 coefficients is 
also low, which is 0.0256 J. Nevertheless, a very low quality 
image is reconstructed at PSNR = 20.2832 dB and less 
information is able to be extracted from the reconstructed 
image. Therefore, with a slight compromise in quality of 
reconstructed image, transmitting only levels 2 and 3 DWT 
coefficients across the network consumes approximately 
25% of the energy (0.4096 J) required to transmit all the 
DWT coefficients (that is similar to transmit the original 
image). With this quality obtained, highlighted in Table 5, 
sufficient information are able to be extracted from the 
reconstructed image. Besides, the transmission time of the 
image across the network are also improved. 

5.2 Experimental setup and hardware utilisation 
For the proposed system, shown in Figure 1, a hardware 
implementation is performed to simulate the actual 
operating environment of a sensor node for the WVSNs. 
The parameters of the experimental setup are: 

Image: Camera Captured Image Size 64 × 64 

Development Board: Celoxica RC10 

FPGA: Xilinx Spartan 3L XC3S1500 

RF Module: Digi Xbee RF Transceiver Development Kit 

Matlab Version: MATLAB R2012a 

PC OS: Windows XP, Intel Core 2 Duo, 4GB RAM 

The justifications are: 

• The camera capture image size at 64 × 64 is the 
maximum image size that the available hardware can 
handle. The authors believe that, with the used of more 
advance and sophisticated development board, the 
proposed system will be able to process the camera 
capture image size at 256 × 256. This matches standard 
test image used for image related or image processing 
experiments (Xilinx, 2008). 

• Celoxica RC10 development board equipped with serial 
RS232 and a CMOS camera is a low-cost development 
tool using low-power target FPGA. 

• Xilinx Spartan 3L XC3S1500 was the low-power 
reconfigurable hardware solution provided by Xilinx at 
the time when this project is set in motion (Xilinx, 
2008). 

• The Digi Xbee RF Transceiver Development Kit is 
ideal for low-power, low-cost application such as the 
WSN and WVSN. Together with the development 
boards for the XBee RF modules, a serial connection 
made to the FPGA development board creates an 
assimilated WSN node. 

• The MATLAB R2012a, Windows XP, Intel Core 2 
Duo and 4 GB RAM used were both the software and 
hardware available at the time of the experiment. 

The implementation is performed with the use of a Celoxica 
RC10 board that consists of both DWT 5/3 filtering module 
and CRS MISC described in the FPGA. The available 
CMOS camera, RS232 serial port and Xilinx Spartan-3L 
XC3S1500 FPGA are utilised in this implementation.  
With having both DWT module and CRS MISC are  
described, this occupies up to a total of 2536 slices and  
17 block RAMs, as shown in Table 6. The block RAMs 
constitutes the image memory buffer (stores captured 
images from CMOS camera) and DWT coefficients 
memory buffer (stored DWT coefficients produced by DWT 
module). 

Table 6 Hardware utilisation of the proposed system  
for WVSNs 

Component Quantity Total Usage 

Slices 2536 13,312 19% 
4 input LUTs 4414 26,624 16% 

• Logic 3396 – – 

• Route-thru 415 – – 

• Dual Port Rams 60 – – 

• Shift registers 543 – – 
Bonded IOB 35 221 15% 
Block RAMs 17 32 53% 
BUFGMUXs 6 8 75% 
DCMs 2 4 50% 

Figure 19 Hardware simulation on the proposed system  
(see online version for colours) 

 

The hardware utilisation on the FPGA includes describing 
the control and operations for the CMOS camera and RS232 
serial port. The RS232 serial port available on the RC10 
board is connected to the Digi XBee RF transceiver. This 
allows the CRS encoded DWT coefficients to be transmitted 
across wireless communication channel towards the base-
station. At the base-station, there is another Digi XBee RF 
transceiver that receives the transmitted data from sensor 
nodes. In Figure 19, the Digi XBee RF transceiver placed on 
the left is connected to the desktop that simulates as the 
base-station with unlimited energy constraints and 
resources. On the right side, it simulates the sensor node  
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in WVSNs, with the integration of an onboard CMOS 
camera, memory buffer, DWT 5/3 filter module, CRS MISC  
and Digi XBee RF transceiver. Figure 20 shows the 
reconstructed image (captured at sensor node) and the 
corresponding DWT coefficients decoded. 

Figure 20 Reconstructed original image captured at sensor node 

 

6 Conclusion 
For the proposed low-complexity processing system, it 
performs data compression, data correction and data 
encryption for the WVSNs. First, the DWT filter module 
(incorporated in the system) decomposes the image into 
different level of sub-bands (DWT coefficients). Next, the 
proposed CRS MISC architecture performs the encoding (as 
well encrypting) onto these sub-bands before transmitting 
the compressed image data across the WVSNs to the  
base-station (sink). Meanwhile, the simulation result shows 
an acceptable quality of the image that is reconstructed from 
the reduced amount of transmitted DWT coefficients while 
having errors occurred onto it. Therefore, the combined of 
both DWT filter module and CRS MISC processor allows 
reduction of image data size, provides the similar security 
level as the AES and offers better error protection capability 
as offered by traditional Reed Solomon coding scheme.  
At the same time, both the DWT filter module and the CRS 
MISC architecture do not require a large amount of logic 
utilisation in the FPGA. Whereby, the proposed processing 
system implemented onto the FPGA only occupied 2536 
slices of logic. In comparison with other previously 
proposed systems (such as the ECBC, Crypto-Processor and 
SPIHT CRS MISC), a lower complexity of the proposed 
image processing system is suitable for use in the resource 
constraint WVSNs. 
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